
MITER 
SAW 

 

A Miter or Chop Saw has a spinning 
blade used for crosscuts at a selected 
angle.  

KEY RISKS: 

• Electricity 
• Cut finger 
• Flying object 
• Slips, Trips and Falls 
• Temperature 
• Other (dust) 

 
SAFETY: 

1. Follow the 6” rule from the blade; 
always keep fingers 6” from the 
blade.  

2. Make sure blade guard is in place 
and functioning properly. Check with 
machine unplugged. Make sure blade 
is correct size and secure. 

3. Clamp all material securely against 
the fence before cutting.  

4. Do not cut small pieces—use a hack 
saw or bandsaw.  

5. Never clear pieces while the blade 
is moving.  

6. After completing a cut, release the 
trigger switch and allow the blade to 
come to a complete stop, then raise 
the blade from the workpiece. If the 
moving blade stays in the cutting area 
after the cutting is complete, injury 
can result from accidental contact. 

7. When using a sliding miter saw, 
start cutting with the blade closest to 
you, plunge downward, and then 
push the blade forward on its sliders 
as you cut. 

 
NAME 
               

Prerequisite 
Use of miter saw at high school workshop and certified safe 
user 

              

Otherwise, all cuts by coaches and mentors               
Setup 
Blade is secure and guard is in place               
Safety goggles and hearing protection on               
Appropriate clothing (no gloves, scarves, or draping clothes)               
Hair, Jewelry tied back/removed               
Work piece clamped to fence 
(Hands at least 6” from blade) 

              

Miter saw is plugged in and cord not entangled               
Operation 
Move spinning blade forward then down, move slowly 
through piece 

              

Prop up or use Assistant with safety glasses for cutting long 
objects 

              

Saw turned off before backing out of cut               
Maintain awareness of safety zone               
Control of on/off switch               
Check cut piece for accuracy                
Sand sharp edges               
Clean Up 
Vacuum work area and blade guard               
Unplug and clean up area               
Overall 
Safe and competent               
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